
Solid technology for moving fluids



Kaleidoscope

KSB...The Heart of your system

Fluid is one of the most dynamic elements of nature. Whenever there arises a need to harness this vibrant energy, KSB provides the 

ultimate technology. Wherever the task, whatever the expectations, KSB yields a free flow of solutions. Right from transportation and 

distribution of water, waste water and industrial fluids, to thermal and air-conditioning system needs. KSB regulates every element to 

perfection, economically, efficiently and reliably. A technology leader offering total fluid dynamics and handling solutions, KSB 

specialises in high-quality customer care. Support that is extended through consultation, planning, installation, maintenance and 

round the clock back-up. While KSB pumps gush out a free flow to success, KSB valves monitor and ensure the success. Today, KSB 

specialises in customising products, systems, services and solutions to conquer the most dynamic elemental force in the world.

A comprehensive range of KSB pumps & valves are 

manufactured from the facilities of KSB Pumps Limited spread 

over five centres in India. Each facility dedicated to a product 

line. An ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 organisation, KSB in India has 

systematised concurrent production of dissimilar components. 

All components, each with different specifications, flow through 

the computer-controlled manufacturing process. In-house design 

and manufacture of jigs, fixtures & dies under strict tolerances, 

ensure that the highest levels of quality are maintained.

All the pumps and valves are offered to the market through a 

very wide distribution network comprising of 4 zonal offices, 17 

branch offices, over 800 authorised dealers, 4 service 

stations,101 authorised service centres and 18 godowns... All 

this to ensure, that for every KSB pump and valve in use, there is 

a KSB sales and service outlet around the corner.

KSB not only engineers state-of-the-art pump and valve 

technology but also strives to provide an air-tight array of 

service around pumps and valves. KSB stands by its customers 

all along, through the entire implementation of a project, offers 

continuous after-sales service and undertakes a variety of service 

contracts and energy audits to provide optimum and cost 

effective solutions.

All this has been made possible by the commitment and 

dedication of the collective strength of a 2000 strong team who 

firmly believe that rewards come through the success of a client's 

project.



Scaling up from being a local supplier 
to a global player...

History

The more one knows , the more one realizes how little one knows…It is this realization 

that keeps us moving from one milestone to another... 

Planned Progress

1960 - KSB in India established

1960 - Submersible motor pumpsets

1964 - High pressure multistage pumps WK/WL  

1968 - End suction process pumps CPK

1970 - Non-clog pumps for sewage and solid handling 

1974 - Inception of Foundry division at Vambori

1976 - Vertical pumps for condensate extraction WKT   

1978 - Inception of Power Projects Division at Chinchwad

1978 - High pressure multistage boiler feed pumps HDB

1980 - Primary coolant pumps for nuclear power stations         

1984 - Manufacturing of Submersible pumps for sewage KRTU

1987 - Inception of Valves division at Coimbatore

1988 - Verticle high pressure modular pumps MOVI

1989 - High pressure multistage pumps HG

1990 - Barrel casing pumps CHT

- Pressure seal GGC valves

1991 - Barrel casing pumps for refinery applications CHTR

1992 - End suction Stock pumps APP

1993 - Centrifugal back pullout pumps Mega

- New series of gate type industrial valves

1994 - Inception of Water Pumps Division at Sinnar  

1999 - High Pressure Multistage pump MULTITEC

2005 - Sewage Submersible motor Pumps - KRT E (62kW)

2006 - Openwell monobloc pumpset – MONOSUB R

2006 - Higher range of condensate extraction pumps - WKTB

2007 - Mini monobloc series – HYDROBLOC

2008 - Submersible re-windable 100 mm motor – UMA I

2008 - Sewage Submersible pumps- Jacket Cooled - KRT K

2008 - Centrifugal monobloc pumpsets - CENTRIBLOC

2009 - Openwell monobloc pumpset – MONOSUB RE

2010 - Water pressure boosting systems - moviBOOST

2011 - Openwell vertical submersible pumps - MONOSUB RV

2011 - Self priming Centrifugal jet pumps - CENTRIJET

2012 - Mini booster systems - moviBOOST M

2012 - New generation end suction process pumps - MegaCPK



Profile

Pumping 24 x 7

Pumping a variety of fluids for a host of applications since the sixties, enables us draw 

from our rich experience in providing efficient and reliable solutions to the challenges 

of fluid transfer.



Our State-of-the-art Pumps and Valves besides having moved and 

managed water also handle virtually every type of fluid of various 

temperature and composition day-in and day-out. It is this inherent 

capability that has made our pumps and valves most reliable not 

only for water and waste water sector but also in process plants, 

building services, power stations and oil & refinery sectors. We are 

therefore often called upon for holistic solutions which include 

development of complete plant systems from concept to 

commissioning.



Submersible non-clog pumpsets KRT for handling sewage applications

In yesteryears civilisation developed 
around water...
We can today take water to civilisation.

Water is in abundance in nature. The earth like the human body consists of more than 

60% water. Yet we are often involved in supplying water to arid areas and pumping 

out water from flood-prone areas...

Water and Waste Water

None can deny that water indeed is a source of life... Our technology plays an 

instrumental role in situations of  both, where there is lack and surplus of water.



Where people and crops need water transported over vast distances, our pumps ensure the required flow rates. Our pumps are also 

extensively used in handling large quantities of municipal sewage and industrial effluents in the area of waste water management. 

Nationwide our products keep wells, pumping stations, water treatment plants, flood control facilities and agricultural irrigation or 

drainage system running smoothly. 

Submersible and openwell monobloc pumpsets for irrigation



A wide range of efficient and environment friendly pumps and valves catering to the building services industry for 

drinking water supply, fire fighting systems, waste water disposal, air-conditioning and HVAC

Though water finds its own level, 
we still can bring it up to you.

Defying this rule of water our pumps deliver hot / cold water to various heights and 

even dispose the waste water from beneath the ground level...

Building Services



We have set for ourselves high standards, often as high as the highest building transporting water, fresh water, hot water…This is not all, 

our pumps are at home in a host of offices, airports, industrial complexes.... You can bank on us for all your water handling solutions, 

especially fresh water.

Water pressure boosting systems - moviBOOST. A right choice for pressure boosting application.



Variety is indeed the spice of life...
As it is in the case of our pumps.

Our pumps are designed to handle a variety of applications from transporting hot oil 

to chilled refrigerants. Whatever be your process you can trust KSB Pumps and Valves 

to handle extreme temperatures and high pressures.

Oil / Industry

A wide range of efficient and environment friendly pumps and valves catering to the refinery and oil industries for H

pumping, boiler feed, condensate extraction, cooling water circulation and applications.

ydrocarbon 



We at KSB use specialised materials and  contemporary design to ensure the highest standards of safety of our pumps and valves since they 

are often involved in transporting oil, aggressive and corrosive liquids, viscous and solid laden fluids to also water for fire fighting.

Centrifugal, end suction process pumps find variety of applications in process industry, sugar, food & paper industries. 



We deliver a lot more, 
We consume a lot less...

Our power station pumps help to produce more energy, while they consume less of it  

themselves.

Energy

Where water has to reach arid zones, high pressure, multistage HG pumps generate high flow rates to match.



In the past, life revolved around the sun as it was the primary source of energy. Today life and lifestyle greatly revolve around electricity, 

thereby increasing the need to generate more and more power day after day… Power generation needs to be at maximum efficiency and 

minimum environmental impact. This is where our Pumps and Valves play a key role like the KSB proprietary wear-ring material, that 

reduces internal leakages, extends pump life and increases entire operations reliability. Likewise our valves made from high creep resistant 
0material withstand temperature of up to 600 C and pressure over 400 bar. It is for this reason our pumps and valves are often chosen in 

majority of the power plants...

Wide range of Industrial Gate, Globe & Check Valves to handle all types of fluids.



Your wish is our 
command...

Your wish to expect the best out of us, inspires us to keep innovating and offer the best 

to you.

Research & Development

Our close association with our customers helps our Research & Development center in  

India to constantly innovate to ensure that our products last longer, come with lower 

maintenance and energy needs, greater reliability and user friendliness and minimise  

environmental impact. 

KSB TECH PVT LTD. 

State-of-the-art design centre, Pune.



Service

Going that extra mile 
to come closer...

Our customer service knows no boundary. Our highly trained specialists will do the best 

they can to keep our installations running day-in and day-out.

Our service network spans the length and breadth of India. For we believe maximising 

your pump up - time is our highest priority, be it in the hills of Himalayas or coasts of 

Kanyakumari, the deserts of Rajasthan to the tea gardens of Assam, we are just a stone's 

throw away. Our customer care team prides themselves in attending to every single 

pump and valve we install.

KSB Service - fast & efficient. 

A service engineer at a pumping station, remotely located in Himachal Pradesh.
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More space for solutions.

KSB Pumps Limited
Mumbai-Pune Road, Pimpri, Pune 411018. India
Tel. : +91 20 2710 1000 Fax : +91 20 2742 6000 www.ksbindia.co.in
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